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Lattice study of a Janus interface
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A lattice gas simulation of water between a hydrophobic plate and a hydrophilic plate~a Janus interface!
shows large fluctuations in the number of liquid cells in contact with the hydrophobic plate, and a power
spectrum similar to the experimental results that Zhang, Zhu, and Granick found@X. Y. Zhang, Y. X. Zhu, and
S. Granick, Science295, 663~2002!# when measuring viscous response in a Janus system. Study of the spatial
Fourier modes of the liquid-vapor interface suggests that interface fluctuations with length scales between
approximately 1.5 and 20 nm cause the effects observed in the simulation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.061601 PACS number~s!: 68.15.1e, 68.08.Bc
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interactions between water and hydrophobic and
drophilic surfaces are important in many areas of resea
including such diverse fields as lubrication and protein fo
ing. In order to study hydrophobic effects with as few ad
tional complications as possible, the behavior of water c
fined between two hydrophobic plates has been the subje
many experimental and theoretical studies@1–7#. More re-
cently, experimentalists and theorists have also examined
behavior of water confined between one hydrophobic
one hydrophilic plate@8,9#, the so-called Janus interface,
learn how water reacts to the competing effects of the pla

While performing experiments to study the response
water in a Janus system to shear deformations, Zhanget al.
@8# found that the fluctuations about the mean value of
viscous response were typically 25–50 % of the mean va
but ranged up to 100%. These fluctuations are extraordina
large compared to the fluctuations observed when both pl
are hydrophilic, and it is surprising that they do not avera
out over the plates, which are approximately 10mm on a
side. When the time series of the viscous response was
rier analyzed, it was found that the resulting power spectr
is independent of frequency at low frequencies, but at
proximately f 50.001 Hz, the power spectrum crosses o
to power-law dependence on frequency, with an apparent
ponent nearf 22. For frequencies greater thanf 50.01 Hz,
the power spectrum again levels off and becomes seemi
independent of frequency.

It has been predicted@10# that when water encounters
large hydrophobic solute, such as the hydrophobic plate
Janus system, it forms a semi-free liquid-vapor interface n
the hydrophobic surface. The surface is unable to form
drogen bonds with the water, and the formation of an in
face allows the water to form a more energetically favora
hydrogen bonding network. Zhanget al. suggested that thei
results are caused by fluctuations of such an interface. T
further identified the time scale of;103/2p s, the inverse of
the frequency at which power-law behavior begins in th
power spectrum, as the lifetime of vapor or a vapor bubb

This paper presents the results of a simulation designe
test the hypothesis that fluctuations in the liquid-vapor int
face are the source of the large fluctuations and power s
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trum seen experimentally. We chose to study a lattice
because it is a simple model system that can be use
examine the large length scale behavior of a liquid betw
competing solvophobic and solvophilic plates, and can a
describe interface fluctuations. After describing the details
the simulation in Sec. II, results are presented in Sec. III,
the paper is concluded with a brief discussion.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

The system in the simulation is anL3L3R cubic lattice
gas, whereL is the side length of the hydrophobic and h
drophilic plates in thex andy directions in units of the lattice
spacinga, andR is the distance between the plates, in thez
direction, as shown in Fig. 1.L andR were chosen to be 128
and 8, respectively. Each celli has an associated variableni
which labels the cell as liquid (ni51) or vapor (ni50). The
cells around the edges of the system are constrained to
ni51 in order to ensure that there is no evaporation betw
the plates. The cells in thez50 andz57 layers represent the
hydrophobic and hydrophilic plates, respectively, and
constrained to haveni51 at all times so that liquid in the
bulk always interacts with the plates. The remaining unc
strained cells in the bulk obey the Hamiltonian

FIG. 1. Cross section of the lattice in the simulation. A possi
configuration of vapor~white! cells and liquid~shaded! cells is also
shown.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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bH52be(̂
i j &

ninj2bm(
i

ni2bsA (
i nnA

ni2bsB (
i nnB

ni ,

~1!

whereb5(kBT)21, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant,^ i j & in-
dicates a sum over nearest neighbors, andi nnA and i nnB
indicate sums over cells adjacent to plate A~the hydrophobic
plate! or B ~the hydrophilic plate!.

The parametersbe andbm have the same values as in th
simulation of Luzar and Leung@7#, be51.26 andbm5
26e/211.8431024, chosen to match the surface tensi
and isothermal compressibility of water at 300 K. With the
parameters, the lattice spacinga corresponds to 0.193 nm, s
the plates are approximately 1.5 nm apart, within the ra
studied by Zhanget al.However, the plates in the simulatio
have a side length of approximately 25 nm, which is sign
cantly smaller than the experimental plates. The interacti
with the plates arebsB5be andbsA50.1be, which gives
a contact angle of 143° at the hydrophobic plate, compara
to the contact angle of approximately 120° in the experim
tal system.

Zhanget al. were careful to show that although they a
plied shear forces to the hydrophobic plate and measured
response of the water in their experiments, the system
still in the linear response regime, so fluctuations presen
the nonequilibrium experiment should be present at equ
rium as well. To make the simulation as simple as possi
we chose to study an equilibrium lattice gas propagated
Metropolis Monte Carlo, according to the Hamiltonian in E
~1! for approximately 140 000 passes through the lattice. T
contact density, defined to be the number of liquid cells
contact with the hydrophobic plate,

c~ t !5 (
i nnA

ni~ t ! ~2!

was calculated as a function of time, where time is measu
in units of Monte Carlo passes through the lattice.c(t)
should be related to the viscosity of water near the hyd
phobic plate, because the viscosity measured at the p
should increase with the amount of liquid~rather than vapor!
in contact with the plate.

The distance of the liquid-vapor interfaceh from the hy-
drophobic plate, as a function of (x,y) and time, was also
calculated in the simulation. The interface in the (x,y) col-
umn is defined to be located at the average of the distance
the liquid cell closest to, and the vapor cell farthest from,
hydrophobic plate in that column, reminiscent of Wee
derivation of the capillary wave model@11,12#:

h~x,y!5 1
2 $max

(x,y)
@zi~12ni !#1min

(x,y)
@zini #%. ~3!

The value ofh when liquid is in contact with the hydropho
bic plate ish5(011)/250.5, and increases in increments
1 to its maximal value ofh5(617)/256.5, for vapor in
contact with the hydrophilic plate.

The fact that the edges of the system are constrained t
liquid for all z leads to a boundary region of approximate
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12 cells from each edge where the fluctuations ofh are
smaller than those in the middle of the lattice. Results
ported below for the 104310438 lattice resulting from ig-
noring the outer perimeter of 12 cells are virtually indisti
guishable from results with a boundary of 32 cells, so
lattice seems to be large enough to study a Janus interfa

Inside the boundary region, the time- and space-avera
interface position iŝh&52.0, which means that on averag
the first one or two layers in contact with the hydrophob
plate are vapor. Because the plate is so significantly dew
ted, changes in the amount of liquid in contact with the pl
in our simulation are caused largely by fluctuations of t
liquid-vapor interface, rather than by spontaneously form
vapor bubbles. To the extent that this lattice gas is an ac
rate description of the experimental Janus system, spont
ously forming vapor bubbles do not seem to be import
contributors to the results.

III. RESULTS

The contact densityc(t) and interfaceh(x,y;t) were
saved every ten passes through the lattice during the sim
tion. A section of the time series for the contact density m
sured over the central 104310438 lattice is shown in Fig.
2. The fluctuations inc(t) range up to approximately 25% o
the mean, which is within the range seen experimentally. T
power spectrum resulting from the time Fourier transform
c(t), S( f )5uc̃( f )u2, where

c̃~ f !5~Dt !(
t50

tmax

c~ t !exp@2p f t/tmax# ~4!

andDt is the time between samples~ten passes in our simu
lation! is shown on a log-log plot in Fig. 3. The power
independent of frequency until approximatelyf
50.001 passes21, where it begins to drop off. The best-fi
line to the data betweenf 50.001 passes21 and f
50.015 passes21 has a slope of21.4860.04, less than the
apparent power law off 22 seen experimentally. There seem
to be a slight leveling off of the power as a function
frequency at highf, but the data are so noisy that it is diffi

FIG. 2. A portion of the time series of the contact density, n
malized by the time-averaged value^c&52673. The value of the
average contact density indicates that approximately 25% of cel
the z51 layer haveni51 at any given time.
1-2
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LATTICE STUDY OF A JANUS INTERFACE PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061601 ~2003!
cult to quantify. The contact densityc(t) thus exhibits be-
havior surprisingly similar to the viscous response in
experiments of Zhanget al.

In order to try to understand the cause of the fluctuati
and power spectrum ofc(t), the dynamics of the liquid-
vapor interface were studied. The characteristic length sc
of fluctuations of the liquid-vapor interface relevant to flu
tuations in the contact density can be inferred from an an
sis of the spatial Fourier modes of the interface. The Fou
modesĥ(kx ,ky ;t) of the interface can be defined with th
equation

ĥ~kx ,ky ;t ![~Dx!2 (
x,y50

N

h~x,y;t !e22p i (kxx1kyy), ~5!

whereDx is the spatial resolution (a in the simulation! and
N is the number of cells in each dimension~104 in the simu-
lation!.

Figure 4 shows the time autocorrelation function of t
k5(0,0) spatial Fourier mode of the interface,

F~ t !5^dĥ~0,0;0!dĥ~0,0;t !&, ~6!

wheredĥ(kx ,ky ;t)5ĥ(kx ,ky ;t)2^ĥ(kx ,ky ;t)&, as a func-
tion of time. F(t) decays on a time scale of approximate
1000 passes, which is the inverse of the frequency n
which power-law behavior begins inS( f ). In the sense tha
fluctuations of the whole interface correspond to change
the amount of vapor near the hydrophobic plate,f
;0.001 passes21 corresponds to the lifetime of vapor fluc
tuations, similar to the conclusion of Zhanget al. The fact

FIG. 3. The power spectrumS( f ) resulting from the time Fou-
rier transform ofc(t).

FIG. 4. The time autocorrelation function for fluctuations in t
k5(0,0) spatial Fourier mode of the liquid-vapor interface.
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that the relaxation time of fluctuations of the entire interfa
corresponds to the frequency at which power-law behav
begins in S( f ) suggests that interface fluctuations, rath
than spontaneously forming vapor bubbles, are the caus
the fluctuations inc(t).

If D is the smallest length scale of fluctuations in t
interface relevant to fluctuations in the contact density, th
contributions toh(x,y;t) from Fourier modes with wave
lengths smaller thanD should be minimal. A new function
hD(x,y;t), with no contributions from short-wavelengt
Fourier modes, can be created by taking the inverse tra
form of Eq.~5!, but cutting off the sum over wave vectors
kD51/D:

hD~x,y;t !5
1

N2 (
kx50

kD

(
ky50

kD

ĥ~kx ,ky ;t !e2p ikxxe2p ikyy. ~7!

When the small-wavelength Fourier modes are not includ
hD(x,y;t) is no longer restricted to take on discrete valu
The lack of high-frequency Fourier modes also smoothes
the interface sufficiently that it seldom comes in contact w
the hydrophobic plate, so the definition ofc(t) in Eq. ~2! is
no longer useful in the context of fluctuations ofhD(x,y;t).
Instead, a clipping function is used to create a funct
cD(t),

cD~ t ![(
x,y

Q@l2hD~x,y;t !#, ~8!

whereQ is the Heaviside function, and the smooth interfa
hD(x,y;t) is considered to be in contact with the hydroph
bic plate whenhD(x,y;t)<l. l is chosen for eachD so that
the time average ofcD(t) equals the time average of the tot
contact densityc(t).

To estimate the smallest-wavelength fluctuations of
interface relevant to the fluctuations in thec(t) time series
that was collected during the simulation, the functionshD(t)
with D56a, 7a, 8a, 9a, 10a, 12a, 14a, and 16a were
computed from the time series ofh(x,y;t) collected during
the simulation, and the correspondingl ’s ranged froml
51.50 forD56a, to l51.67 forD516a. The power spec-
tra SD( f )5uc̃D( f )u2 were computed, and the slope of ea
curve was measured on a log-log plot betweenf
50.001 passes21 and f 50.015 passes21, to see how many
Fourier modes could be removed fromh(x,y;t) but still ob-
tain a slope statistically indistinguishable from the slope
S( f ) over the same frequency range. It should be noted
this calculation was carried out as a technique to analyze
data collected during the simulation, and not to make a st
ment about the exact power-law behavior ofS( f ), since the
data are quite noisy. The value of the slope for eachD is
displayed in Table I. The largest value ofD with a slope still
within one standard deviation of the true slope ofS( f ),
21.4860.04, is D58a, which suggests that fluctuation
with wavelengths smaller than 8a are not important to the
fluctuations inc(t).

When a similar calculation was performed where t
small-uku ~large-wavelength! Fourier modes of the interfac
1-3
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THOMAS A. McCORMICK PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061601 ~2003!
were progressively removed from the sum in Eq.~5!, the
slope of the resulting power spectrum was far outside of
standard deviation of the true slope. In order to estimate
largest length scale of interface fluctuations relevant to fl
tuations inc(t), a short simulation was run on a larger la
tice. A simulation identical to that described in Sec. II, b
with L51024, was run for approximately 2000 Monte Car
passes through the lattice. The power spectrum of the in
face fluctuations,uĥ(kx ,ky ;t)u2 was calculated every te
passes, and the time-averaged power spectrum is show
Fig. 5, plotted versusk5uku. The power begins to depend o
k at approximatelyk50.01a21, which suggests that fluctua
tions over length scales up to approximately 100a are rel-
evant in the simulation. Thus, it seems that interface fluct
tions over length scales between 8a (;1.5 nm) and 100a
(;19 nm) cause the fluctuations inc(t) in the simulation.

Additional simulations were performed to determine t
effects of the parameters of the model upon the results
scribed above. Simulations at higher and lower temperat
~corresponding to physical temperatures between 290
320 K!, and with different values ofbsA , were carried out.
be andbm were not varied independently so that the syst
would remain close to liquid-vapor coexistence, andbsB
was not varied because the interface is so far from the
drophilic plate that the results would be unchanged.

The results of these parameter changes were consi
with physical intuition. As temperature increases, the int
face fluctuates more, causing larger-magnitude fluctuat
in c(t) and also causinĝh& to increase~that is, the interface
moves farther from the hydrophobic plate!. The power in the
spatial Fourier modes of the interface increases, and the
eling off of the power spectrum at smallk moves to smaller
k, indicating that larger length-scale interface fluctuations
important, as would be expected. The behavior ofS( f ) does
not change noticeably over the temperature range stud
and the linear regime begins at approximately the same v
of f.

bsA was varied from 0.0 to 0.2be. IncreasingbsA cor-
responds to making the hydrophobic plate more hydroph
and as would be expected, doing so decreases^h& and the

TABLE I. Slope of the linear regime on a log-log plot ofSD( f )
for different values ofD ~the units ofD are lattice spacingsa). The
slopes have a standard deviation of approximately 0.04.

D Slope

6 21.50
7 21.48
8 21.46
9 21.42
10 21.41
12 21.40
14 21.36
16 21.34
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magnitude of the fluctuations inc(t), and increaseŝc&. The
power in the interface Fourier modes decreases substant
and the power spectrum levels off at much larger values ok,
indicating that large-wavelength Fourier modes become
important in the interface dynamics, which is reasona
since the interface is so close to the plate and thus has
room in which to move. WhenbsA is increased to 0.2be,
^h&50.89, indicating that the hydrophobic plate is almo
completely wetted, and the linear regime inS( f ) disappears.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results of the simulation described above are v
similar to the experimental behavior of water at a Janus
terface, and support the hypothesis that the large fluctuat
and power spectrum of viscous response that were seen
perimentally can be attributed to the fluctuating liquid-vap
interface interacting with competing hydrophobic and hyd
philic walls. The power spectrum of fluctuations inc(t) has
apparent power-law behavior at intermediate frequencies,
the power law is a less rapidly decaying function of fr
quency then the apparent experimental value off 22. How-
ever, the combination of the noise in the power spectr
from the simulations, and the lack of a precise experimen
value, means there is no firm basis for a detailed discus
of the exact value of the exponent. Regardless of that e
value, a Fourier analysis of the liquid-vapor interface su
gests that fluctuations of the interface over length scales
tween 1.5 and 19 nm cause the fluctuations inc(t) that were
observed in the simulation. It is probable that fluctuatio
over these length scales would be averaged out in a sim
tion of a system with the much larger plates studied exp
mentally, but it is interesting that such large fluctuatio
could be observed in such a simple system.
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FIG. 5. Time averaged power spectrum of interface fluctuati
as a function ofk5uku.
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